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Out in mid-rink, flying skates cut the glassy surface of the ice into powder
amid the clatter of sticks and the hoarse, inarticulate cries of human beings
in combat.Back and forth goes the puck, now dexterously propelled down
the side-lines by a fleet forward, now shuttled rapidly to and fro amid a
tangled mass of sticks and legs. Yet fast as it moves, it never eludes the
watchful eyes of the two heavily-armored huskies who tend the goals. On
guard, ready to thwart disaster with stick, skates, or any part of his body,
the good "goalie's" work is ever vital, and often spectacular.
In a large organization like Westinghouse, there is need for a number of
such expert "goal tenders." Occupying positions in the Accounting, Legal
and Contract Departments, they carry on quietly their important work of
guarding the resources, patent situations, and contractual relationships of
the company. And among them may be found many younger college men,
like those whose pictures appear on this page, who have found in this
work an opportunity to secure recognition and worthwhile reward.
Among the important pieces of electrical work handled by
Westinghouse in recent years may be mentioned the following:
Cascade Tunnel Electrification, Great Northern Railway;
Network Protector Installation, Chrysler Bldg., New York;
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T is with keen pleasure that I look
forward to sharing the splendid
work at Rose Polytechnic. The
standing of Rose among educa-
tional institutions of the highest
rank is so well established that it is an
honor and a privilege to be asked to join
its staff. I hope to know personally many
of the undergraduates before many months
and send the warmest greetings and best







Dean of Lafayette College
Easton, Pa.
Dear Mr. Prentice:
With eager anticipation the student body is awaiting your
arrival. Two years have passed since the death of our
former president, and although the position has been ade-
quately filled by two acting presidents, Professor Peddle
and Dr. White, the Institute has felt the need for a perma-
nent president.
The student body extends to you a most hearty welcome
and best wishes for unlimited success in the administration
of the Institute. May we offer our assistance and coopera-
tion in whatever task you may undertake, for we are, hence-
forth at your service.
We are placing your name on the mailing list of the Rose
Technic in order that you may keep in close contact with
the work of the Institute during the months preceding your
arrival. We hope that you will find the Technic interesting
and entertaining, and that you will feel free to criticise it
and offer suggestions for its improvement.




OFFICE OF THE DEAN
EASTON, PA.
Oct. 28, 1930.





Your most cordial letter was greatly appreciated and
I want to thank you and through you the student body for
the welcome and for the friendliness so generously ex-
pressed. On my two visits to Rose I have been much im-
pressed with the type of student which so obviously makes
up your group and the quality of this material in a large
measure explains the high standing of Rose among educa-
tional institutions.
I appreciate your thoughtfulness in offering to send
the Rose Technic and I shall read it with special interest in
order not to appear too green after February first. It will
be a great pleasure to join you then and I am anticipating
making many friends among the Rose undergraduates.
Please give my kindest regards to your fellow students and
tell them I am looking forward eagerly to joining with
them in this high adventure of learning to be an engineer.
Cordially yours,
Donald B. Prentice
Dean Prentice is not only an outstanding engi-
neer but also an eminent educator. His colorful
and successful career well qualify him for the posi-
tion of president of the Institute.
The New York Rose Tech Club, at its meeting
of November 22, 1929, expressed its sentiment
with reference to a new president as favoring "a
strong executive of pronounced and magnetic
personality, an excellent speaker, a man who
would be an advertisement for and an advertiser
of Rose in the best sense of the word, and who
might teach enough to stamp his personality upon
the student body and become well acquainted
with every man." It was felt that an active, virile
president could so vitalize Rose, that with its
potentialities and record of past achievements, it
could be made an even more outstanding institu-
tion. No man could more competently fulfill these
requirements than can Dean Prentice.
Mr. Prentice was born in Hartford, Connecti-
cut April 27, 1889. He attended Sheffield Scien-
tific School (Yale) from which he received the
Ph.B. in Mechanical Engineering in 1910. In
1914 he was awarded the degree of Mechanical
Engineer by Yale University. In 1927 he received
his M.A. degree in education from Lafayette Col-
lege.
(Continued to page 27)
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oils has been known for quite a
long time, but it has been only in
the last few years that it has been
applied practically. Until very
recently only animal and vege-
table oils of a very high quality
could be hydrogenated. The pro-
cess was limited due to the facts
that (1) hydrogen could only be
used at normal pressure or pres-
sures of two or three atmospheres;
(2) the hydrogen had to be of a
very pure quality (lacking such
catalyst poisons as arsenic and
sulfur) and (3) only temperatures
below the decomposition point of
the oil could be used. Since coal
and crude oil both contain sulfur
this process was not practicable
and the hydrogenation was limited
to vegetable and animal oils.
Standard Oil
Enters the Filed
Three years ago the Standard
Oil Company of New Jersey joined
with the I. G. Farbenindustrie, a
great German corporation, and
through very concentrated and ex-
tensive research developed a pro-
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roughout its de-
ye opment has been kept well
under cover, and it was only at
the recent annual meeting of the
American Chemical Society at
Cincinnati, that even a general
idea of the process was given. The
exact composition of the catalysts
used along with temperatures and
pressures are still not known to
the public. The hydrogen used
may be produced by any one of
many different methods. Since the
adoption of these new catalysts,
the hydrogen does not necessarily
have to be sulfur free and may be
produced from water gas. In the
oil industry there is a great abun-
dance of natural gas containing
methane or marsh gas. Hydrogen
may be cheaply produced by treat-
ing this methane with live steam
thus setting free hydrogen and
carbon dioxide. The carbon diox-
ide is easily removed by scrubbing
out. Hydrogen may be produced
electrolytically if a cheap source
of power is nearby.
he Process
The crude oil or charging stock,
as it is called, and compressed hy-
drogen are mixed together and
delivered through heat exchanges
to a coil furnace and then to the
reaction chamber containing the
catalyst. The degree of hydro-
genation is carefully controlled
depending on the results desired.
This control is maintained by the
alteration of catalysts or operat-
ing temperatures and pressures.
After the reaction is completed
the final products and unused
gases pass through heat exchang-
ers and coolers to a separator
where the liquid is run off and the
unused gases sent back to the
original supply. The sulfur from
the charging stock appears as hy-
drogen sulfide in the unused gas
and is removed by scrubbing with
oil under pressure. The remaining
gas is boosted back to operating
pressure and mixed with fresh
hydrogen.
Due to the fact that no coke is
formed and the catalysts are
rugged the process is almost con-
tinuous. In Germany semi-com-
mercial runs have been made for
duration of eight months at a
time.
The most widely discussed adap-
tion of hydrogenation at the pres-
ent time is the conversion of
heavy, asphaltic oil or coal into
high yields of gasoline. By the
present methods of cracking
crude oil only part of the charging
stock is converted into gasoline,
and the rest is converted into gas,
coke, and tarry products which
are less valuable than the original
charging stock. However, the new
process of hydrogenation may be
considered to raise the grade of
the whole charging stock. That is
one hundred per cent of the charg-
ing stock may be converted into
lighter, lower boiling products.
In the hydrogenation of heavy,
asphaltic crudes, about thirty per
cent of the charging stock is con-
verted into a high grade gasoline
while the rest is converted into a
gas oil. Sometimes even over one
hundred per cent yield is obtained.
If a higher yield of gasoline is
wanted, the gas oil may be re-run
in the same unit, and almost all
(Continued to page 24)
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Mapping the
Wabash Valley
Photographs Overlay at least 55%
An Example of the Latest Use
of Photography
Clarence W. Hoff, c., '31
Aerial photography has
just recently begun to come
into its own. Being used
for the first time in the
World War, it has now be-
come an organized peace-
time business. Al though
still somewhat in the ex-
perimental stage, it bids
fair to become the predom-
inant method of topo-
graphic mapping.
Aerial photographs were prob-
ably first used during the World
War for determining the location
of enemy fortifications and move-
ments. Since the war their use has
rapidly developed in topographic
mapping.
Photographs taken vertically
downward from an aeroplane,
when matched together in what is
known as a mosaic, form a very
good map of an area. They show
all details in their correct position
relative to each other, and such a
map is extremely valuable in cer-
tain work, such as preliminary
road location and city planning.
However, such mosaics do not
have the accuracy necessary in a
topographic map. The scale of the
pictures is not constant, since the
altitude of the plane cannot be ac-
curately controlled. The edge of
each picture may be distorted, due
to a tilt in the plane. Highlands
show at a larger scale than the
lowlands as they are nearer to the
camera.
Several processes have been de-
veloped to draw maps from the
photographs. Some use in addition
to vertical views, oblique views
which are rephotographed. In one
process the contours, as well as the
locations of the roads, railroads,
buildings and other details are ob-
tained directly from the photo-
graph. In another the contours
are drawn in by plane table from
a base map showing all the other




During the summer of 1929 the
valley of the Wabash River from
Terre Haute to Logansport, Ind.,
was mapped by means of aerial
photographs by Brock & Wey-
mouth, Inc. of Philadelphia. In
their method, known as the Brock
process, the contours are obtained
from the photographs by what is
known as a measuring stereoscope.
In taking the photographs the
aeroplane is flown over the area
to be covered in a series of parallel
flights. The series of photographs
obtained at each flight is known
as a "strip". The photographs
are taken on glass plates each six
inches by eight inches with the
length of the plate in the direction
of flight and with each picture
overlapping the last preceding by
at least 55 %. In this way the en-
tire area is shown in at least two
photographs and the areas at the
ends and center of each photo-
graph appear in three adjacent
pictures. Parallel strips are lapped
only enough to show the continua-
tion of the area. In the case of
the Wabash River survey the area
to be covered was long and nar-
row, so that the entire valley was
generally covered by one strip,
though in places an additional
strip was necessary. Wherever the
river changed its general direction
a new strip was flown at an angle
to the previous one.
Field Work
In the field work both horizontal
and vertical control had to be run,
due to the fact that no govern-
ment bench marks had ever been
set in the region. A precise tra-
verse, checked by polaris observa-
tions every three to eight miles,
was run along the valley from
Terre Haute to Logansport. Due
to the fact that most of the tra-
verse followed railroad tracks, the
chaining was done generally with
a three hundred foot steel tape,
temperature, inclination, a n d
other errors being corrected as far
as possible. The angles were read
with a Wile theodolite reading
directly to one second. The allow-
able error in the chaining was
1:7500.
For use in the office as control
for the pictures, a spur base line
was run across the area covered
by the pictures every fifteen miles,
locating points which were prom-
inent on them. There were only a
few of these base lines due to the
fact that the main traverse line
crossed the pictures in many
places.
The vertical control was run
with a precise level using the
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yard rod". Permanent bench
marks were set every three miles
along the route. These bench
marks also served in most cases
as permanent traverse stations,
the geodetic positions of which
were computed. For the purposes
of mapping from the pictures the
elevations of nine prominent
points on each picture were de-
termined fairly accurately. These
points, near the corners, center,
and center of the edges of each
photograph, were located on the
ground. Their elevations were de-
termined by means of an alidade
with a small plane table and a
stadia rod, vertical angles and
horizontal distances being read as
in a stadia survey. This instru-
ment was used because of the ease
and quickness in transporting and
setting up since the accuracy re-
quired is only to the tenth of a
foot.
Another very important part of
the field work is the necessity of
getting the names of all towns,
creeks, rivers, railroads, state
highways, islands, schools, and
churches; in other words, all the
material which will appear as let-
tering on the finished map. This
information is lettered directly on
a set of the pictures. It was also
necessary to determine the loca-
tion of the boundaries of political
divisions, such as cities, incorpor-
ated towns and counties.
Preparing the Map
In the office each plate is en-
larged to twice the size of the
original, and a positive print on
glass is made. Due to the fact that
the aeroplane may not have been
flying exactly horizontal when the
picture was taken, it is necessary
to determine just how much the
camera was tilted and rephoto-
graph the picture to correct for
this. It is from these horizontal
plates that all the information
used in drawing the maps is taken.
The traverse points located in
the field are accurately plotted to
scale, and from these with the aid
of the pictures a sort of "graphic
triangulation" is used to locate as
many intermediate points as de-
sired. These serve as the control
for drawing the contours and lo-
cating the details.
In drawing the contours two
overlapping pictures are viewed
in an instrument known as the
measuring stereoscope. This in-
strument works on the same prin-
ciple as the stereoscope, common
in American homes twenty years
ago, in which two slightly differ-
ent pictures are viewed separately
by each eye so that the impression
received is that of a solid object.
In this case the operator of the
machine sees the hills and valleys
of the area as they appeared from
the aeroplane. By means of a
pointer, which can be adjusted to
remain always at the same appar-
ent elevation, the operator can
keep it in contact with the ground
and trace the contours. These are
transferred to paper by means of
a pantograph arrangement.
This gives a map of the region
as it appears from the aeroplane,
that is, it is a conical projection.
Changing this to an orthographic
projection, which is a view from
infinite distance, is a simple graph-
ical process. These orthographic
maps, combined and lettered, be-
come the final maps of the area.
In the case of the Wabash River
survey the photographs were taken
from about 12,000 feet elevation.
Their scale was nearly 1,800 feet to
the inch, while the scale of the final
maps was 1,000 feet to the inch.
Due to the flat country in places,
the contour interval used was ten
feet.
Parts of the aerial mapping pro-
cesses are still in the experimental
stage, and many engineers are
skeptical about. the results that can
be obtained, especially in connec-
tion with the obtaining of contours
from the photographs. However,
considering the improvements that
are sure to be developed, the pro-
cess of mapping by aerial photo-
graphs bids to be the predominant





General Physics is a splendid
elementary treatise on classical
physics and is written by very
competent men whose purpose is
to convey information to t he
reader in a concise and explicit
manner. Mr. Wm. S. Franklin,
Sc.D. is Professor of physics in
Rollins College, and was formerly
professor of physics in the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
The co-author, Mr. G. E. Grant-
ham, Ph.D. is the assistant profes-
sor of physics in C or n ell
University, and was formerly as-
sociate professor of physics in the
Postgraduate School of the United
States Naval Academy.
General Physics is an excellent
text for college students. It is
primarily dev oted to classical
physics but much material has
been included to give a founda-
tion for the study of modern
physics and to show the diver-
gence of these two branches. Nu-
merous practical applications of
physical laws and principles, to-
gether with ample illustrations
and diagrams make this an ex-
tremely interesting text. An abun-
dance of problems are scattered
through the book in order that
the student may have a more
comprehensive understanding of
the subject. The answers to
the problems are given so that
the student can check his own
work. This f e a ture makes
the book admirably suited to
home study. The scope of the text
includes every branch of physical
science so that it is a valuable
reference work for any student or
engineer.
The outstanding f e a ture of
General Physics is the sympathe-
tic attitude assumed by the au-
thors in presenting their subject.
The physical concepts are pre-
sented as precise ideas and funda-
mental principles and are
developed in a manner which
gives the student training in an-
alytical thinking.
Franklin and Charle s, Lan-
caster, Pa., $4 per copy.
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This Map Shows Communication Lines
Both In Use and Projected.
The Transatlantic Telephone
Once a Dream, Now a World
Wide Reality
William A. Haynes, e., '32
Great difficulties have
been overcome in estab-
lishing reliable telephone
communication with other
continents. At the present
time the American sub-
scriber has access to 80%
of the world's telephones.
Telephone service between the
United States and Europe was
initiated commercially January 7,
1927, over a long wave radio cir-
cuit established between New
York and London. Since its inau-
guration the overseas service has
expanded greatly until it is now
possible for any telephone sub-
scriber who has access to the long
distance communication system to
place a call for any telephone in
the European telephone network
and receive a connection within
a reasonably short time.
Early in the year of 1920 a com-
mercial circuit was established be-
tween New York and Buenos
Aires, thus making telephone com-
munication with several South
American countries a reality. This
circuit, together with the Euro-
pean channel, gives the North
American subscriber access to
over 80% of the world's tele-
phones.
The new London channel is the
first step in the aim of the Bell
System "to increase the possibili-
ties of telephone communication
so that ultimately any subscriber
can establish communication with




The original system had but one
circuit. It has since been expand-
ed to four complete circuits in
order to maintain reliable com-
munication and to take care of the
increasing business. During the
first year of operation there was
an average of but eight messages
handled each business day. Eleven
months of 1929 saw an increase to
an average of fifty messages per
day. This rise was caused by the
decrease of the toll, and the in-
crease of reliability and habitual
use by business men. Strangely,
the majority of calls are not of a
business nature but are to be con-
sidered as social. Forty eight per
cent of the conversations are
classed as social, twenty seven per
cent originate with bankers and
brokers, twenty one per cent are
unclassified, while only four per
cent originate with merchants.
It would seem that the differ-
ence in time between New York
and London would greatly affect
the hour by hour demand for
service, but in comparing the hour
by hour demand of the trans-
atlantic circuit to the demand of
the long distance land traffic no
appreciable difference is observed.
The peak of traffic occurs between
the hours of ten and eleven A. M.
New York time which corresponds
to three and four P. M. London
time.
When the system was inaugu-
rated, the toll from New York to
London was seventy five dollars
for three minutes. This charge ap-
pears high but when the invest-
ment is considered, which amount-
ed to millions of dollars on both
sides of the circuit, and the fact
that only one channel was pro-
vided by the investment, the cost
does not seem exorbitant. The rate
at the present time is thirty dol-
lars for a New York to London
call. This reduction is partly due
to the use of short wave apparatus
which requires less investment for
the same power input at the re-
ceiving station than the high wave
equipment. Incidentally, the short
waves are much more erratic than
the long, and therefore their use-
ability is somewhat less than that
of the longer waves.
Location of Receiving
Equipment
The long wave receiving sys-
tems in use make a very interest-
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ing study. Great difficulties were
overcome in the design of the high
power equipment that was neces-
sary to maintain reliable com-
munication. The design of the re-
ceiving antennas, their placement
with regard to the great circle to
England, and their position in re-
spect to a maximum input and a
minimum noise level had to be
considered carefully.
The British Post Office, which
cooperated with the American
Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, found after considerable ex-
periment that their position of
greatest receiving efficiency was
in the vicinity of Culpar, Scotland.
Their receiver is now located at
Culpar and is connected by a 450
mile land line to London. The Eng-
lish transmitter is 85 miles from
London at Rugby, the seat of
many long wave telegraph trans-
mitters. The equipment at these
British stations closely approxi-
mates the design of the American
apparatus.
The American Telephone Com-
pany selected Houlton, Maine, 600
miles from New York, as the best
receiving point on the eastern
coast. Experiments proved that
the receiving location in Maine
gave a signal improvement over a
receptor near New York City
equivalent to increasing the power
of the English transmitter fifty
times.
The antennas used at Houlton
were of the Beverage type, which
is a wave antenna so constructed
that the over-all length is com-
parable to, and of the same order
of magnitude as the wave length
of signals for which it is designed.
The Beverage system is not built
high from the ground as this de-
stroys its ability for which it is
noted, to keep down unwanted
noise and static. This type of an-
tenna is very directional to static
and to signals which helps to ob-
tain the required high selectivity.
The four antennas that are used
are constructed as high grade
telephone lines on 30 foot poles.
All four terminate at a common
receiver; this compensates to some
extent for the varying signal in-




The American transmitting sta-
tion is at Rocky Point. R. I.,
where the Radio Corporation has
one of its large radio centers.
Several of the factors that entered
into the design of the equipment
for this station were quite new.
A means was devised whereby the
concentrated modulated power
was increased six times over the
output of an ordinary transmitter
of the same input. This was done
by the suppression of a side band.
By this method the voice modula-
tion receives the power that would
ordinarily go toward the extra
side band. The suppression of this
band also permits the operation of
the receiving and transmitting
station upon one wave length, an
automatic voice switching system
at each terminal cutting out the
reflected vibratory circuit and
voice repetition. The transmitter
is rated at 200 kilowatts which is
four times the power of the high-
est powered broadcasting station
now established.
The radio link from Rugby to
Houlton is 2900 miles, from Rocky
Point to Culpar, 3200 miles. These
distances are about the limit of
the space that can be covered by a
commercially practical long wave
voice modulated system. It is left
for the newly developed short
wave apparatus to overcome the
longer distances that are now com-
ing into use with the completion





Until a few years ago the low
frequency end of the radio spect-
rum was considered the only com-
mercially useful band of frequen-
cies. The first radio law of the
United States carefully appor-
tioned the lower frequencies to the
commercial interests and gave to
the lowly amateur the then con-
sidered useless higher frequencies
(above 1500 kilocycles). This
territory lay dormant until 1923
when a group of intrepid amateurs
by their experiments gained an
inkling of its future possibilities.
The commercial groups were
aroused and experimented and de-
veloped short wave radio to its
present highly commercial state.
It is not much of a trick for a
man who has a knowledge of the
continental code and a little me-
chanical ability to assemble a
small amount of equipment, the
cost of which would not exceed
fifty dollars, and communicate
with his fellow amateurs in Eng-
land; but it is an entirely different
problem to push a voice-modu-
lated signal across the Atlantic so
that it would be suitable for tele-
phone service with a day by day
consistency. This is accomplished
with the transatlantic telephone
by using higher powers, by having
numerous wave lengths available
to counteract the skip distance




When dealing with high modu-
lated frequency radio much diffi-
culty is caused by the phenomena
of fading, both selective and com-
mon. Fading of the ordinary type
consists of waxing and waning of
the entire transmitted band of
frequencies, i.e., the two side
bands and the modulated frequen-
cies. This kind of fading can be
compensated by means of an auto-
matic gain control similar to that
employed in certain very complete
broadcast receivers; but the selec-
tive variety is not so easily over-
come.
Selective fading is present when
the different frequencies of the
transmitted band do not fade
simultaneously. It is believed to
result from the existence of
more than one radio path or route
by which the signals travel from
the transmitter to the receiver.
The paths have different lengths
and thus have different times of
transmission. Waves under this in-
(Continued on page 28)
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The A. S. M. E.
Convention
Rose well Represented at
Regional Meeting
F. J. Bogardus, m., '32,
The convention held at
French Lick was a huge
success, being attended by
noted engineers from this
section of the country.
Rose had one of the largest
delegations, twelve in all.
It might also be termed
the best, for a paper pre-
sented by a Rose student
won first prize at the
student session.
At a meeting of the local branch
of the A. S. M. E. Monday, October
6th, it was decided that as many as
possible should attend the regional
convention at French Lick, Ind.
To add to the inducement it was
announced that absences from
classes would be excused. Every-
one desired to go, but lack of
transportation facilities limited
the number to fifteen. Even this
number was reduced to twelve be-
fore setting forth on the journey.
About four o'clock Monday
morning, October 13th, Prof.
Wischmeyer called up Stimson,
chairman of the local branch, and
announced that he would be un-
able to go, due to a fever. This
deprived us of one car and three
people, leaving room for a maxi-
mum of twelve. The lucky twelve
were: A. Hulman, A. Stimson, H.
Powell, L. Bruce, D. Spangenberg,
J. Barrett, A. Ahlers, R. Mees, W.
Shofner, R. Wells, F. Bogardus,
and last, but not least, Mr. Gray.
Upon arriving at the French
Lick Springs Hotel about nine
o'clock we were greeted very cor-
dially by A. A. Potter, Dean of
Engineering at Purdue University.
He made us feel very cheerful by
telling us to register, not to spend
a cent, and to make ourselves at
home, all of which we did, except




tion we were shown to the con-
vention hall where the automotive
session was to be held. Here we
met many of the other student
delegates and senior members be-
fore the session started. The
speakers were introduced by the
presiding officer, Mr. G. M. Wil-
liams, president of the Marmon
Motor Car Co. Col. W. G. Wall,
consulting engineer from Indian-
apolis, gave the first address on
"Engineering Problems of Mod-
ern Motor Cars." He spoke mainly
of the problems connected with
pistons, valves, manifolds, and
combustion chambers. His talk
was followed by an interesting
discussion. Next on the program
was the address of Mr. C. L. Cum-
mins, president of the Cummins
Engine Co., on "The Diesel En-
gine for Automobiles." This
proved to be a most interesting
paper and was discussed with
great enthusiasm. According to
Mr. Cummins, great progress has
been made in the past few years
in the simplification of the com-
plicated mechanism that used to
characterise the Diesel engine. He
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thinks it also has a future as an
automobile engine, although as
yet it is a little bulky. As an add-
ed attraction he had a Packard
motor car in which the Cummins
Engine Co. had installed a Diesel
engine.
At the conclusion of the discus-
sion Mr. Williams created a near
stampede by announcing that the
luncheon was the next thing on
the program. Some of us managed
pretty well, but a few were not so
fortunate. After receiving toma-
toes in the form of cocktail, soup,
and stewed tomatoes, one group
was heard to remark to the waiter
that he would be shot if he
brought them any more tomatoes.
Dean Potter presided and Dr. C.
E. Grunsky, president of the
American Engineering Council
gave the address, bringing greet-
ings from the Council.
Student Session
The luncheon was followed by
the student session, where it was
announced that a prize of $25
would be awarded to the outstand-
ing paper- presented at that ses-
sion. A student from each of the
following schools read a paper on
the subject indicated:









in Flying to Engineering Students.
Rose Polytechnic Institute—
Mechanical Engineering in the
Coal Industry.
Washington University—Heat
(Continued on page 20)
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Research and Progress
Conducted by Lee C. Kelsey, m., '32
Aircraft Receivers
Prior to 1928, aircraft receivers
were, with few exceptions, receiv-
ers of low amplification. The dis-
tance range was limited, being
about the same as the present day
receivers. Trailing wire antennas
were used but these were found to
be cumbersome, dangerous and be-
cause of their long horizontal
portion, were unsatisfactory for re-
ceiving interlocked signals of the
radio beacon range, in that false
indications are given under some
conditions. The newest type of
antenna is the mast antenna,
usually in the form of a hollow
wooden mast of streamline section
extending from 4 to 8 feet on top
of the fuselage, in which is housed
the antenna wire.
The aircraft receiver has certain
characteristics which are neces-
sary to insure good reception at
all times. The principal require-
ments may be stated as follows:
(1) The receiver must be of
light weight and small physical
dimensions; this of course in-
cludes the necessary batteries or
other power supply.
(2) It must be rugged, to with-
stand the vibration normally en-
countered in an airplane without
impairing reception.
(3) The receiver should be
capable of operating within the
band of 250 k. c. to 500 k. c., to
provide for communication on 500
k. c. when flying over water and
for regular service over land on
333 k. c. and lower frequencies.
The weather broadcasts and the
radio range beacon are now on
frequencies from 250 to 350 k. c.
(4) The receiver must be easy
to operate, preferably of unicon-
trol design capable of remote
operation.
(5) It must have a simple
volume control since the strength
of the signals varies with the dis-
tance between the airplane and
the transmitting station.
(6) The set must be shielded
to reduce interference from the
ignition system of the plane. More-
over it is very important that the
ignition system itself be properly
shielded, and that all metal parts
of the plane be well bonded.
(7) The receiver must have
sufficient amplification to permit
the use of a short vertical antenna.
(8) The receiver must have
sufficient selectivity to prevent in-
terference from stations operating
in channels adjacent to which the
receiver may be tuned.
(9) It must have a high qual-
ity audio output, since speech is
to be received as well as radio-
beacon signals.
Requirements 7 and 8 are very
important. Since the frequencies
available for these services are
limited, it becomes very necessary
to use channels of minimum width
consistent with good quality
speech reproduction and a mini-
mum of heterodyne interference
between stations. Six kilocycle
channels are being used, since that
is the minimum consistent with
acceptable quality. Moreover, the
airways radio stations are separ-
ated approximately 200 miles
along the routes and have a signal
field intensity of about 200 micro-
volts per meter at 70 miles radius.
Taken all together these condi-
tions place more rigid selectivity
requirements on aircraft receivers
than are required for broadcast
receivers. Selectivity is expressed
as the ratio of input of resonance
to the input at resonance for a
standard output of 50 milliwatts.
Power Supply
The power supply is optional.
It may be derived either from a
wind driven generator or from a
dynamotor run from a 12-volt
storage battery. The wind driven
generator is housed in a stream-
lined case, and is driven at 6,500
r. p. m. by a constant speed, self
regulating propeller. This type of
generator will furnish both fila-
ment and plate power as long as
the airplane maintains a speed in
excess of seventy miles an hour.
It has a total weight of about
seven pounds. The dynamotor is
a small, light weight machine, and
supplies only the plate power, the
filament being supplied from the
storage battery driving the dyna-
motor. A ballast lamp is provided
in the receiver to keep the fila-
ment constant irrespective of the
condition of the battery.
Along the more important air-
ways, weather and landing infor-
mation is collected each hour by
means of the teletype circuit. The
teletype instruments are installed
at intermediate landing fields lo-
cated about every thirty miles
along the airways, at Weather
Bureau offices, and at "weather
points". Observers at these loca-
tions read the various weather in-
struments each hour and place
this data on the teletype circuit.
This information accumulates at
the radio stations and is broadcast
at the proper time. The informa-
tion is also received by the Air-
port Weather Bureau Stations
where a forecast is prepared from
this and other data collected from
points off the airway. This fore-
cast is prepared every three hours
and is also broadcast by the radio
stations. Directive radio beacons
are now in operation between Bos-
ton, Mass., and Omaha, Nebr., and
this service is being extended as
rapidly as possible. The radio
ranges operate in conjunction
with the radio broadcasting on the
same frequency, and provide radio
signals for guiding airplanes
along the particular airway.
Hudson River
Bridge
The Fort Lee Bridge across the
Hudson River opposite 179th
street in New York City has a
main suspension span of 3,500 feet.
213 feet above high water at the
center. The two towers are each
600 feet above high water level.
There are four cables, each con-
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taming 26,474 wires 0.196 inches
in diameter. Each cable will be
compacted to a finished diameter
of 36 inches. The bridge is being
built by the Port of New York
Authority at an estimated cost of
$60,000,000 under nine contracts.
The estimated cost of the cables




Boulder Canyon Project on the
Colorado River, a flood control,
water supply, and power develop-
ment estimated to cost $165,000,-
000, is unquestionably the greatest
engineering enterprise of its kind
being undertaken any place in the
world. The Colorado River gath-
ers its waters largely from the
melting snows in the high alti-
tudes of the Central Rocky Moun-
tain region, and although it has
the smallest volume of discharge
of the major streams of the United
States, it is of paramount impor-
tance in the development of the
nation's resources.
After an eight year legislative
struggle, official approval of the
Boulder Canyon Project Act was
given by President Hoover in
December, 1928. This act author-
ized the construction of a reser-
voir, of not less than 20,000,000
acre feet capacity on the Colorado
River, the dam to be located at
either Black Canyon or Boulder
Canyon. The purposes of the act
in order of their importance are:
(1) to control floods and regulate
the flow of the Colorado River;
(2) to store water and deliver it
for reclamation of public lands
and other beneficial uses within
the United States; (3) to generate
electrical energy as a means to
make the project self supporting.
The act also authorizes the con-
struction of the All-American
Canal to divert water from the
Colorado River at Laguna Dam, or
other suitable point, and to deliver
it to the Imperial and Coachella
valleys, in California, the cost
thereof to be returned to the
government as provided in the Re-
clamation Law.
After further consideration of
the requirements for flood control,
irrigation and power output, it
was decided to provide a reservoir
capacity of 30,500,000 acre feet
with the top of the dam at eleva-
tion 1,232 and the maximum water
surface at 1,229, a rise from pres-
ent low of 582 feet. Adequate
flood control in the country below
was the consideration which fixed
the height of Hoover Dam. The
higher the dam and the larger the
reservoir the more perfect the
regulation. At the height fixed the
lake above the dam will be more
than 100 miles long and will hold
approximately 30,500,000 acre
feet, or approximately two years'
flow of the river. This huge basin,
ten times the size of any existing
irrigation reservoir in the country,
was made this size in order to
regulate flood of a magnitude of
300,000 cubic feet per second,
which is estimated to have been
the peak flow at Boulder Canyon.
Large Power Output
The initial power output is esti-
mated at 663,000 h. p. declining to
594,000 h. p. in 50 years on ac-
count of upstream depletion by
irrigation. Large amounts of sec-
ondary power may be produced
in periods of high runoff. The
primary market for power is the
territory in the vicinity of Los
Angeles where it can be delivered
at prices less than the cost of local
hydro-electric power, and prac-
tically equal to the cost of steam
power production with present
low fuel prices.
It has been concluded that the
river discharge below the dam can
be held to about 75,000 sec. ft.,
with the water surface 3 feet be-
low the crest of the dam for floods
of rare occurrence. In order to
provide for any possible contin-
gency it is tentatively proposed to
provide spillways which in case of
emergency can discharge 200,000
sec. ft. without topping the dam.
The possibility of such a flood is,
however, so remote as to be almost
negligible. A comprehensive study
of spillway problems is in pro-
gress, and before the type and
location of the spillways are de-
termined an exhaustive set of
model tests will be made. Accord-
ing to present plans, needle valves,
connected to tunnels leading from
the reservoir above the dam, will
be installed in both canyon walls
for the purpose of discharging ir-
rigation water. These valves will
discharge directly into the river
channel near the location of the
lower temporary coffer dam. Be-
cause of the unusual head of
water, needle valve control con-
stitutes the best method of releas-
ing the desired discharges. Part of
the needle valve will be connected
to the inside diversion tunnels and
the remainder to the penstock
tunnels, but all valves will receive
water through the power intake
towers. As now planned, the only
openings through the dam will be
the outlets at river level, for pass-
ing the low water flow of the river
while the diversion tunnels are
being plugged.
It is proposed that the Govern-
ment will assume responsibility
for the design and capacity of the
diversion works. This responsi-
bility will not be assumed, how-
ever, until the tunnels and coffer
dam are completed in accordance
with approved designs. Under this
arrangement the contractor will
be held responsible for any flood
damages occurring during the con-
struction of the diversion works,
and the Government will be re-
sponsible for any damages and
reconstruction costs that may re-
sult from a destructive flood oc-
curring after the completion of
the diversion works.
The cost of the Boulder Canyon
Project has been estimated as fol-
lows:







*This amount — $38,500,000 — is
provided for in the Boulder Can-
yon Act.
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Schooling and Education
It has often been said that edu-
cation and schooling are two 
ferent things. That this is true
is demonstrated every day by




can •go •through high
school and college and the great
mass of people will call him edu-
cated because they confuse the
wS rd education with the word
schooling. Such a person, in many
cases, has merely acquired some
schooling. He knows a few for-
mulas, a few rules of grammar,
and a date or two ; perhaps he can
even decline a French verb and
name a few famous men. This
is useful, but the possession of
this information does not neces-
sarily make him an educated man.
The Fundamental
Purpose of Education
The ability to observe, compre-
hend, analyze, and draw a logical
conclusion may be said to be the
dominant characteristic of an
educated man. Therefore, the
training of the mind is the funda-
mental purpose of education.
A man with a trained mind may
not have the actual knowledge to
secure a solution to a problem ;
but he has the ability to compre-
hend it, analyze it, and draw a
logical conclusion. Although lack-
ing in technical knowledge he may
be able to direct others to the
correct solution. This is per-
ceived in the fact that many ex-
ecutives and owners of industries
have had comparatively little
schooling ; or if they have had
they have supplemented it with
education. On the other hand, raen
whI have had little education in
the true sense of the word rarely
rise to positions of great respo
bility, although they may have an
extensive professional or technical
training. No IS of training,
however, could be said to be
thorough unless it included some
" education".
Now, do not draw the inference
that schooling is unnecessary or
even undesirable ; for education
comes from schooling. In itself
schooling is a great aid to ad-
vancement, and in combination
with education will send a man to
the Si provided, of course, he
I. s the necessary perSOnality.
Parents often wonder about
their sons and daughters in col-
lege. Sometimes the thought oc-
curs that the youth might be
farther ahead if he had spent the
same period of time in a factory
or an office. And indeed, he
probably would be if he had a
tutor at his elbow while at work.
But—as a rule a young man is
given a routine task, calling for
nogreat initiative or mental ac-
tivity, and shoved off into a cor-
ner. Unless he has a mind nat-
urally intensely curious and
active, it will not become trained
and educated, and he will never
rise to a responsible position.
Functions of the rIII
College
Thus, the function of the ideal
college is to give a man both
schooling and education. His
mind is drilled in observation,
comprehension, analysis, drawing
a logical conclusion. This is ac-
complished by a program, varied
to prevent monotony. During
the process the student absorbs
some knowledge, half of which he
promptly forgets, and most of
what he remembers he never uses.
But the system provides a valu-
able course in education, and the
results are quite satisfactory if
the raw material is good enough.
A man who can penetrate to the
center of the problems he meets
upon graduation may consider
himself educated and worthy of
his degree.
If a man lacks the ability to
discern the essentials, to analyze
his problems, to bring order out
of disorder, his so-called college
education has been wasted, except
in so far as he may have made
Iriends, learned a few facts, and
cultivated a polished manner.
(Continued on page 30)
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'Round the Campus
Robert T. Mees, m. '31
Dormitory News
The Dormitory Association was
honored October 7 in having
Coach Phil Brown as dinner
guest. After dinner the men went
into the social hall where Coach
Brown talked to them, addressing
the freshmen in particular. He
gave a brief and humorous history
of the Rose football team, telling
the freshmen that they should
be especially proud of the team
this year and give it their sup-
port for in the next few years
they will have to create and main-
tain the school spirit which has
been lacking in the past years. For
this reason the men at the dormi-
tory were urged to decorate the
outside of the building in honor of
the alumni and the homecoming
game.
The Dormitory Association gave
a Hallowe'en dance Saturday
night, Nov. 1, at the dormitory.
Invitations were extended to
freshmen and non-fraternity men
of the school. The Black and Gold
Orchestra presented a well se-
lected group of popular tunes and
the forty-odd couples were sorry
when the dance ended, because
they could not remain for still
more rythmic fox-trots and mingle
longer with the congenial crowd
of ladies and men. The men in
charge of the program were
Mees, Jacobs, Griffeth and Don-
nelly.
Assemblies
An assembly of all the frater-
nity men and Freshmen was held
on Oct. 2, at which the inter-
fraternity rules were explained to
both groups.
In the meantime 75 new chairs
were provided to take care of the
increased attendance due to the
larger enrollment of students.
October 9, Professor Wisch-
meyer presided at the first gen-
eral assembly. Coach Phil Brown
gave an enthusiastic talk concern-
ing school spirit and school ath-
letics. He spoke of a promising
football squad and urged every-
one to support the team, if not
actively, then morally.
Doctor White, acting president,
introduced the new members of
the faculty to the assembly and
then appealed for cooperation on
the part of the students in keep-
ing the buildings and grounds in
good order and warned the men
not to be careless with their per-
sonal property around the school.
October 16, Dr. White intro-
duced to the assembly the Rev.
Gwylyn Isaac of the First Con-
gregational Church. The theme of
Mr. Isaac's speech was, " . . . and
the Kingdom of Heaven is within
you. . . . strive, therefore, to know
thyself that ye shall be the son of
the Father." It was presented in
a most unassuming man-to-man
talk and the philosophy offered
much food for lasting impressions
and diseussions. A man with a
greater amount of conceit is better
off than one without any conceit,
said Rev. Isaac, for the latter does
not know to what extent those
gifts, dormant within him, may
rise, (and does• not give them a
chance), while the former recog-
nizes that he is capable of rising
to any occasion.
October 23, this assembly was
given over to the athletic depart-
ment. Dr. Sousley gave a short
refreshing talk, just full of that
dry humor for which he is noted.
Prof. Chinn followed with a short
speech in keeping with the gen-
eral idea of the assembly, urging
the students to attend the next
football game and show their
school spirit.
Lieutenant Hoaas and Ogan,
captain of the football team,
started the circulation among the
students of subscription blanks
to provide a fund to send the Rose
Band to the Evansville game. The
amount subscribed was over 100
dollars, which will assure the team
of the support of the band at the
game Nov. 6.
The Camera Club
The Rose Camera Club held it's
organization meeting, September
23rd. Mr. Robert Clark was
elected President, Robert Mees,
Vice-President, and Fred Bogard-
us, Sec. Treas. Mr. Austermiller
was appointed custodian of the
dark rooms. The first contest pro-
posed was the designing of a club
membership card of given dimen-
sions, the conception and make-up
to be wholly original on the part
of the member and to be a product
of the dark room.
Rose Radio Club
The Radio Club held its first
meeting October 3 at which time
the nominations for officers of the
club were made and published.
The second meeting was held
October 6 and was in charge of
ex-president Cliff. The following
officers were elected: President,
Charles White; vice-president,
Clifford Lamb; secretary-treas-
urer, Paul Froeb ; advisory board,
Albert Ahlers and Kenneth Barr.
Herman A. Moench was appointed
faculty advisor.
The Radio Club now has a mem-
bership of twenty-two men, and
possibly will have a larger number
in a few weeks. President White
has been active in the club for the
last three years, and with the
other officers of the club he has
planned an extensive program. It
is hoped that this program will
be pleasing as well as beneficial
to the members.
Class Elections
The regularly scheduled as-
sembly hour on October 2 was
used for the election of class of-
ficers.
In the senior class, the ma-
jority of votes were cast for L. H.
Witt, Jr., of Louisville, Ky. ; A. T.
Blake and Robert Roach, both of
Terre Haute, were elected vice-
president and secretary-treasurer,
respectively. The athletic repre-
sentatives chosen were J. C. Wed-
dle, Lawrenceburg, Indiana, and
Andrew Spence of Terre Haute.
The results of the junior elec-
(Continued on page 30)
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Alumni Newi
L. Herndon Witt, Jr., m., '31
A large number of Rose gradu-
ates were present at the Home-
coming game. We were glad to
see you back and hope you en-
joyed seeing our splendid team
tear to ,shreads their formidable
adversary, Valparaiso.
This is our first successful at-
tempt in recent years to have •a
Homecoming. Here is a list of
those whose faces were seen at the
game: Alexander, '30; Alexander,
'28; AlLei, '30 Bennett, '23;
Berry, '28; Biller, '21; Brevoort,
'30; Brown, '27; Chinn, '23; Corp,
'30; Dahlquist, '25; Davis, '17;
Davy, '30; Franzwa, '28; Froeb,
'20; Gibbens, '30; Gray, '17; Had-
ley, '29; Harmas, '22; Hoberg,
'14; Houston, '28; Huston, '30;
King, '19; King, '28; Lotze, '30;
McDargh, '25; McDargh, '23; Mc-
Kee, '18; Markle, '29; Maxwell,
'27; Merrill, '16; Mitch, '28; Muel-
ler, ex '27; Nancrede, '29; Nico-
son, ex '27; Ogan, ex '29; O'Mara,
'30; Osmer, '20; Owen, '20; Ped-
dle, '88; Pennington, '27; Penno,
'21; Pine, '03; Price, '23; Reink-
ing, '27; Renfro, '30; Sawyers,
ex '28; Scofield, ex '28; Stock,
'08; Stoner, '15; Stuart, '16;
Sweeney, '27; Thompson, '25;
White, '25; Williams, '22; Wills,
'30; Wimsett, '11; Wischmeyer,
'06; York, '28; Brown, '22; Nich-
olson, '30.
It is quite possible that some
Alumnus was back and we missed
him. If so, we are sorry.
The student body of Rose was
greatly impressed by the presence
of the Alumni in such a large
force. We sincerely hope each of
these men will come back to Rose
again soon. Let's plan for a big-




The annual meeting of the Chi-
cago Club was held at the Lincoln-
shire Country Club, Crete, Illinois.
There was golf for those who de-
sired to play, and afterwards, a
splendid dinner was served. At
the close of the dinner the meeting
was called to order by H. L.
Wetherbee, '92, G. W. Brooks, '16,
acting as secretary.
A number of the Alumni present
had attended the graduation ex-
ercises and the banquet at Rose
last June, and they gave interest-
ing talks on what they saw and
heard, stating that the attendance
at the banquet was next to the
largest on record. These various
reports of the commencement ex-
ercises and the banquet were dis-
cussed, and it was voted to send
a letter of appreciation to Acting
President Peddle and the retired
members of the faculty.
Several of the older members
fell into a state of reminiscence
and related a number of interest-
ing incidents. The past president,
H. L. Wetherbee, '92, is quite a
few years beyond the rest in ex-
perience, and amazed the other
members present by the clearness
of his stories.
C. Darby McDargh, '25, was
elected president, K. E. Harmas,
'22, was elected secretary-treasur-
er.
There was a feeling that one
meeting a year was not enough to
carry out the purpose of the club
so it was decided that the club
have two meetings a year, one at
commencement time and the other
at Homecoming time.
The Alumni editor is pleased
with this report and wishes each
Rose Tech Club would send in as
good a one. Anyone can see the
benefits of such a meeting. Alumni
who can not return to the school
can get first hand information
about the school's activities from
the men who do come back. This
report is to indicate what one club
is doing and to stimulate other
Tech Clubs to greater activity.
The Chicago Tech Club has been
having regular Monday noon
luncheons at the Chicago Engi-
neering club. At the meeting on
Sept. 29th, which was well attend-
ed, it was decided to have a Tech
Club meeting October 17th. Those
present and responsible the pro-
posed meeting were: L. S. Stim-
son, '19; J. E. Dowen, '21; W. C.
Turner, '22; E. S. Whitlock, '22;
E. F. Donham, '23; C. D. Mc-
Dargh, '25; E. A. Ewers, '25; A.
F. Reinking, '27; W. J. Houstin,
'28; E. S. Johonnott, '29; D. C.
Campbell, and P. Wilkens. Arthur
Renking, formerly of New York
Tech Club, was introduced to the
Chicago Rose Tech club at this
luncheon.
'10
A. A. Piper has moved from
Cincinnati to Chicago and is now
associated with the Electric Con-
troller and Manufacturing Co. as
District Manager of their Chicago
office. He was formerly a very
active member of the Cincinnati
Rose Tech Club, and has been
formally adopted as a member of
the Chicago Rose Tech Club.
'12
Donald M. Hubbard is working
on his doctor's degree at the
University of Cincinnati.
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'14
W. H. Henry has been appointed
Sales Manager of the Fractional
Horsepower Motor Section of the
Industrial Department of General
Electric Co. Mr. Henry has served
the General Electric Company for
nine years in the District Sales
Offices. After graduation from
Rose in '14, Mr. Henry started
working for the Western Electric
Co., and was with them until 1919.
In 1919 he started with the Gen-
eral Electric Co., and has been
with this company ever since,
serving in various capacities.
'22
E. C. Scott has been transferred
from the Commercial Solvents
Corporation in Terre Haute, Ind.,
to the Commercial Pigments Cor-
poration at Baltimore, Md.
K. E. Harmas is the proud
father of a son. He has started the
boy's footsteps in the right path
by naming him Kearney Edward,
Jr., and declares that in 1948
Junior will enter Rose.
'21
At the fourth open meeting of
The Metallurgical Advisory Board
to the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology and the United States
Bureau of Mines, a Rose man, Dr.
G. R. Fitterer, Associate Metal-
lurgist, United States Bureau of
Mines, assisted in the presentation
of two papers: Illustrated Report
on Slag Viscosity and Deoxidation
with Aluminum-Silicon Alloys,
and Illustrated Progress Report
on Fundamental Studies in the
Laboratory. Under the latter re-
port Dr. Fitterer presented several
interesting demonstrations.
'27
Richard C. Brown, who was for-
merly in Dallas, Texas, is now
with the Link Belt Co. in Chicago.
'28
Robert F. Alexander, who is
working for the Pennsylvania
Railroad, Terre Haute, Ind., has
recently received a Second Lieu-
tenant's Commission in the Engi-
neer Officer's Reserve Corps.
Thomas M. Reed is working for
the Ohio Public Service Co., and
has been transferred from Ash-
land to Mansfield, Ohio.
'29
Theron S. Bell has accepted a
position with the Illinois Steel Co.
at South Chicago, Ill. He was
formerly with the General Elec-
tric Co. at Schenectady, N. Y.
Kermit H. Glazner is doing re-
search work at the United States
Naval Experiment Station at Ann-
apolis, Md.
Max S. White is with the Gen-
eral Electric Company at Erie, Pa.
He was quite ill for some time
after graduating, and we are glad
he is again back on the job.
'30
Andrew H. Davy has taken a
position with the Northern Indi-
ana Public Service Company at
Michigan City, Indiana.
Clyde S. Marsh is in the Engi-
neering Dept. of the Gulf Pipe
Line Company of Pennsylvania,
and his headquarters are at St.
Louis, Mo.
Gilbert L. Shew is teaching at
the University of New Mexico at
Albuquerque, instead of the Uni-
versity of Florida, as was stated




In the remaining con tested
" games", the sophomores were
easily the victors. Saturday after-
noon a variety of skirmishes were
offered to test again the relative
strength of the two classes and
also to furnish amusement for the
hundreds of spectators.
At two o'clock the thirty sopho-
mores, who occupied the gently
sloping south bank of the lake,
pulled an equal number of fresh-
men deliberately and methodi-
cally through the lake. From the
opposite steep bank through the
muddy, oily water they were
dragged to the position of the
second year men, on the south
bank; only hesitating long enough
for the frosh to soak up plenty
of mud in mid stream.
The dripping freshmen, the
hilarious sophomores, and the
cheering crowd then moved down
to the athletic field. Here the
rhinies attempted to prove their
powers by unseating an opponent
from the back of his classmate—
somewhat of a tournament joust.
And now last but not least came
the free-for-all, better known as
the pipe rush. With each class
separated by the length of the
field, a three foot wooden mallet
was dropped at the center. Both
classes were allowed to start for
the mallet at a given signal, at
the end of eight minutes the num-
ber of hands that remained on the
"pipe" were counted, and the
victory was to go to the class
which had the larger number of
tianuS on the coveted "pipe".
All the energy of a lifetime
seemed to be taxed to the limit
in those short but never ending
eight minutes. It was soon evident
that there would not be room for
all hands on the mallet, so the
contest turned into a free-for-all
scrap. Shirts, pants, socks, and
more necessary clothing flew into
the air in shreds. There was not
a whole shirt in the crowd. As
the boys dived into the melee
again, it would seem that the
divers and flyers were having
their day. Scratches, bruis e s,
black eyes, and bloody noses were
handed out indiscriminately.
Eight minutes! Would the time
never be up! The bodies which
would not yield to pulling and
yanking alone remained. It was
fiercely fought, and the specta-
tors in the bleachers roared
their approval and delight.
Finally, the specified time had
passed and with it the hopes
of the f r es hi e s for this last
possible victory. In another five
minutes the "undercover men"
were brought up to the fresh air,
and revived by a cool breeze on
their half naked bodies. And there
stood a little fellow carefully
picking over the pile of torn shirts
and rags, in a vain effort to find
one large enough to cover his
birthday costume, which for some
reason had been left entirely ex-
nos,(1 by the mighty battle of
1930.
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With the Athletes
Don T. Spangenberg, m., '31
Rose, 6---Earlham, 0
The worm will turn. This age
old adage was proved beyond a
shadow of a doubt when the
Fighting Engineers of Rose Poly
turned back the Quakers of Earl-
ham college for the first time since
1907. The score was 6 to 0.
Ogan, Rose center, snatched the
oval in midair and galloped 40
yards for the only touchdown of
the afternoon. This took place in
the fourth period. The try for
point was missed, but the six
points were as good as a hundred
to the Engineers and thereafter
Earlham could not come close to
the Rose goal line.
The Rose backs gained most of
their yardage on end runs and off
tackle plays, but numerous fum-
bles spoiled several of the drives
down the field.
The first period was a punting
duel with Felix of Earlham having
the best of the kicking. In the
second quarter, however, he re-
ceived a broken arm and was
forced to leave the game. Moore,
his _substitute, returned two Rose
punts 65 yards each.
The last half was devoted to the
passing game, with Creedon, Rose
halfback, spoiling the Quakers
only scoring chance by intercept-
ing a pass on the goal line.
Each team made five first downs
during the contest.
Oesting and Kastettor were the
bright lights for Earlham, while
Ogan and Creedon led the Engi-
neers.
Lineup and summary:
ROSE POLY, 6 EARLHAM, 0
Gillett L E  Stonerock
Ellis L T  Powell
Bruce L G  Park
Ogan C  Oesting
Tonetti R.G.  Lloyd
Kruzan R.T.  Ellis
Hylton R E  Kirkpatrick
Simpcoe Q.B.  Felix
Creedon  L.H.  Walker
Hill R.H.  Kastettor
Reed F B  Cross
Score by Quarters:
Rose Poly  0 0 0 6-6
Earlham  0 0 0 0-0
Scoring touchdown—Ogan.
Substitutions—Earlham: Bower,
Moore, Taylor, Ehrsam, Sawin,
Schneiderwind. Rose: Pratt.
Officials—Referee, Moomaw of
Indiana; umpire, George of Otter-
bein ; headlinesman, Seidenstrick
of Wabash.
Rose, 36 Valpo, 6
Coach Phil Brown's "Fighting
Engineers" scored in the first,
third, and fourth periods to
smother the Valparaiso team by
a score of 36 to 6 before a large
homecoming crowd. The victory
was the third in a row for the
Brownmen and was well earned.
Valparaiso 's lone tally came in
the second period, the only time
they outplayed the Rose team.
During this period the losers tal-
lied seven first downs, four being
registered in their successful
march to the goal line.
Gillett and Hylton broke
through the Valpo line in the first
quarter and blocked a punt on the
ten yard line. The ball rolled
across the line and Barton, who
recovered for Valparaiso, was
tackled by Tonetti behind the goal
line, thus giving two points to
Rose. Following the kick-off the
ball was advanced to the 19 yard
line, where Creedon went the dis-
tance for a touchdown, his first of
three for the afternoon. The extra
point was added and Rose was out
in front 9-0.
With only four minutes remain-
ing in the second quarter the
losers suddenly came to life and
making four first downs in a row
scored their only points of the
day. Shultz was most powerful in
this drive and deserves much
credit.
Soon after the kick-off in the
second half, the Rose and White
backs carried the ball to the Val-
paraiso 6 yard line and Schaaek
carried it over. The kick was
blocked. Rose kicked off again and
Gillett recovered the Valpo fum-
ble and another march to the goal
line was completed as Creedon
went 42 yards for a touchdown.
(Continued on pale 22)
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The Greek World
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon is pleased to an-
nounce the pledging on October
21, of Claude Wilcox of Baltimore,
Maryland.
Plans are well under way for
the annual fall dance which is to
be held at the house sometime in
the near future. Bob Roach and
his social committee are planning
for it to be after one of Rose's
home games—in form of a cele-
bration we hope, and from the
stride the team has hit thus far
there can be but little doubt as to
the successful outcome of the
dance.
Beta Upsilon, like the rest of
the school, is proud of the wonder-
ful showing of Rose's football
team this year and wishes to give
due credit to Coach Brown who
has worked so faithfully to get to-
gether a winning combination.
We are all pulling for a clean
slate this year and are boosting
the team to the man. The men of
Beta Upsilon on the squad are
giving a good account of them-
selves and several are assured of
letters. Brothers who are on the
squad are Captain Ogan, Floyd
Hill, Forrest Simpcoe, Arthur
Reinking, Robert Finfrock, and
Merrill Bradfield.
Tau Beta Pi should be given a
great deal of credit for her part in
increasing the spirit of homecom-
ing. Her presentation of a cup for
the best decorated house of the
fraternities on Rose's campus
seemed to add to the hilarity of
the occasion one hundred per cent.
A great deal of time was spent by
all the houses and the results
proved the value of such a trophy
in increasing the spirit of the
affair. Beta Upsilon was very
proud to have been awarded the
cup. The house entertained some
twenty-five of her old grads over
the week end with a luncheon and
an open house. After the game
the senior class held a dance at
the Deming Hotel in honor of the
football squad and the alumni.
Chairman Robert Roach and his
committee certainly put it over in
great style and every one reported
a whale of a good time. Beta Up-
silon is looking forward to an-
other of the same kind after the
Rose-State game.
When Tau Beta Pi announced
their pledges this fall, Beta Upsi-
lon found that she had two men
among those honored. Hillard
Gheres and Ernest Hurst both re-





It is with great pleasure that
Gamma Gamma announces the
formal initiation of John Phelps
on Sunday, October 12.
Again several Taus hold the
spotlight of the Institute. Brother
Witt, president of the local chap-
ter of T. B. 7r. represented Rose at
the national convention of T. B. 7r.
at Bethlehem, Pa. Besides being
president of the T. B. 7. Brother
Witt is president of the senior
class, president of the dormitory
and active in the advance military,
having received highest honors for
engineers at the summer military
camp.
Sharing equally in honors is
Brother Allen Stimson, chairman
of the local branch of A. S. M. E.,
who represented the organization
at a convention at French Lick.
He received an award of twenty-
five ($25.00) dollars, for his paper
on The Economics of Coal Mine
Mechanization. Mr. Stimson was
awarded first prize in competition
with representatives from eight
colleges. This is proof that the
Rose men stand high among the
college men. Brother Stimson as
general manager of the Rose Tech-
nic attended the convention of en-
gineering magazines' editors at
Boulder, Colo., October 14th.
The social season was opened
Sunday night, October 19th, by
one of the customary open houses.
A large crowd enjoyed cards and
dancing during the evening. Suc-
cess of the occasion was due to the
work of Brother Stanley, the
social chairman.
Brothers Bruce, Gillett, Bogard-
us, and Stimson received honor
keys for their work in student
activities. Five men, Brothers
Witt and Stimson of the senior
class, and Brothers Jones, Clark,
and Bogardus of the junior class
received scholarships for their
work during the previous year.
Gamma Gamma is proud of the
work of Brothers Pratt, Bruce,
Evans, Adams, and Gillett and
pledge Brothers Kruzan, Creedon,
and Koerner on Rose's winning
football team. The work of Broth-
ers Rockwood, Bogardus, and
Phelps as student managers must
not be overlooked.
Brothers Hadley, Bob and Ken-
neth Alexander, Nicholson, Franz-
wa, Allen, and Hammerling were





Thursday evening, October 16th,
was the date of Iota's first pro-
fessional meeting. A most enter-
taining feature of the evening's
program was provided by Profes-
sor Child, who has spent the great-
er part of last school year travel-
ing in Europe. His experiences
were very interesting as evidenced
by the applause and comments of
those present. Dr. White then
welcomed the new members of the
chemistry department. A film on
the life of Thomas Edison was
presented next, which was fol-
lowed by the consumption of a
generous amount of cider and
pumpkin pie to climax the eve-
ning. Cards were played until
time to go home. The meeting was
considered a success despite the
rather poor attendance due to bad
weather.
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Theta X/
Kappa of Theta Xi held its an-
nual hard times dance at the house
Saturday, October 25th. The house
was decorated in a manner appro-
priate and those who attended
wore clothing in keeping with the
occasion. Art Pickle and his Silver
Moon orchestra of Indianapolis
furnished the music for the danc-
ing. Cider and doughnuts were
served as refreshments and when
the time came to leave everyone
agreed that it was the best time
they had had in a long time.
We had a good turnout for
homecoming, those returning were
Brothers Davy, Nancrede, Renfro,
Wells, Mitchell, Joslin, Lyon,
Schwartz, Matson, and Merrill.
Also attending the dance were
Brother Ray Washing of Rensse-
laer Poly and Brother Ray Brat-
ton of Purdue.
Sunday, October 12th, our alum-
ni were hosts at a banquet given
in honor of the active chapter and
pledges at the Elks club. Talks
were given by Brothers Joslin,
Lyon, and Utz. After the banquet
we went to the chapter house
where the rest of the afternoon




Indiana Gamma put over the
gayest and most successful Hal-
lowe 'en dance yet on Thursday,
October 30th, at the chapter house.
The brothers were unanimous in
the opinion that it was a huge
success. The house was very ap-
propriately decorated with the
season's colors which added to the
spirit of the affair. Music was
furnished by Lowell Tennis' or-
chestra which left nothing to be
desired in the way of entertain-
ment. The dance was chaperoned
by Professors Bloxsome and
Gantz. Among those attending
was a goodly number of alumni
and Indiana Beta. Indiana Beta
at DePauw was represented by its
customary delegation. Credit is
due the social committee, Mick
Kehoe, Don Greenfield, and
Harold Powell for handling the
inaugural of the social season so
well.
Plans are rapidly developing for
the annual Christmas dance to be
held the latter part of December.
We are all proud of the showing
Rose has made with its football
team this year and wish to take
the opportunity to congratulate
the team and Coach Brown for
their success. May the winning
stride continue through the final
game with Indiana State.
Several of the brothers attended
the game at Hanover, visiting the
Theta Nu house, and attending the
homecoming dance. All reported
a wonderful time.
Several alumni visited the house
recently, among them being Doc
York, Lee Berry, Francis Tapy,
Charles Lotze, Pete Scoheld, and
others. Roger Robinson, of Ohio
Beta, and William May of Ala-
bama Beta, were recent visitors,





The membership of Indiana
Beta of Tau Beta Pi has been re-
cently augmented by the pledging
of seven students. The new pledg-
es are Joe Earl, Robert Mees,
Lowell Ray, Hillard Gehres, and
Ernest Hurst of the senior class,
and Chester Stock and Fred Bo-
gardus, the ranking men of the
junior class. They and the actives
attended a smoker given by Pro-
fessor Gray at his home in Allen-
dale Friday evening, October
twenty-fourth, where they spent a
very enjoyable evening as his
guests. The actives welcome these
pledges most cordially.
At the annual homecoming
game Tau Beta Pi was the donor
of the loving cup given to the best
(Continued to page 28)
The A. S. M. E.
Convention
(Continued from page 11)
Treatment of Nickel Steel Welds.
After the reading of the papers,
all of them excellent, we were de-
lighted to hear that Allen Stim-
son, who represented Rose, had
won first prize. He well deserved
it, for he had memorized his ex-
cellent speech which appeared in
the Technic last month. Honor-
able mention was given to the men
from the University of Cincinnati
and the University of Illinois.
Following the afternoon session
the center of attraction was the
Packard in which the Diesel en-
gine was installed. It was thor-
oughly inspected and approved by
the student and senior members.
As a short time remained before
dark, it was spent in exploring the
beautiful grounds. Several were
brave enough to try the famous
"waters", but the "perfume" was
a little strong for most of us and
we were content to- gain our
knowledge at second hand.
An informal dinner was held at
six thirty o'clock at which W.
Taylor, Chairman of the Indiana
section of the A. S. M. E. presided
and W. A. Hanley of Eli Lilly and
Co. gave the address. This was fol-
lowed by a general inspection tour
of West Baden and French Lick,
chiefly of the West Baden Hotel.
Incidentally, this hotel has the
second largest unsupported circu-
lar dome in the world and is quite
an engineering feat. Later in the
evening the famous Casino was
visited. Everyone tried to look as
if he were an old hand at the
game, but the "house" did not
take much money from the stu-
dent delegates.
Six of our group decided to
stay overnight and attend the ses-
sion the next morning, but their
decision wavered when morning
came and they returned in time
for afternoon classes. The conven-
tion was declared by unanimous
vote to be a success and well
worth while. Rose had one of the
largest delegations there. May we
have a larger delegation at the
next convention.
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STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Scientist and Salesman
THE MODERN PARTNERSHIP
Like every other modern industry, the Bell
System requires the combined effort of scien-
tist and salesman. The commercial man has
again and again shown the public how to use
new products of the telephone laboratory,
and how to make new uses of existing
apparatus.
Transmitting pictures and typewritten mes-
sages over telephone wires are services right
now being actively promoted. Scientific selling
by long distance is among many ideas origi-
nated to increase the telephone's usefulness.
In short telephony is a business, with prob-
lems that stimulate commercially minded men
and a breadth of opportunity in step with the
fast moving world of industry today.
BELL SYSTEM
k NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF MORE THAN 20,000,000 INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
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Rose Polytechnic Students Who Like to
Save Money Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and other Furnishings
in Our Men's Shop!
First Floor-West Entrance
THE ROOT STORE
All Matters Relating to
Patents and Trademarks
HOOD and HAHN
Arthur M. Hood, Rose '93 H. B. Hood, Rose '24
1 00 1 Hume-Mansur Building Indianapolis, Ind.
Freitag-Weinhardt & Co.
Hotel Deming Opposite Us
30-32 North Sixth Street
For Electric Hardware Supplies
Plumbing and Heating





Phone C-6555 Terre Haute, Indiana
Athletics
(Continued from page 18)
Gillett's dropkick was good and
Rose led 22 to 6. After the Rose
backs, led by Joe Schaack, had
carried the ball to the five yard
line, Creedon again went over.
Gillett ran the total to 29 with a
dropkick. The final scoring of the
game was done as Creedon passed
to Gillett who ran about nine
yards for six more points. Tonetti
added the 36th point.
Tonetti, Bruce, and Gillett were
the best Rose linemen while
Schaack, Creedon and Simpcoe
the chief ground gainers. However
the entire team worked well to-
gether and showed good coaching,
which pleased all the "has beens"
who came back for a most success-
ful Homecoming Day.
Shultz and Allen were the offen-
sive lights for Valparaiso and at
times the line held strongly and
set the Rose back for losses 
Lineup and summary:
ROSE POLY, 36 VALPARAISO, 6
Gillett L E  Jirka
Pratt L T  Kaufman
Bruce L.G.  Boerger
Ogan C.  Schubert
Tonetti R.G.  Wolff
Kruzan R.T  Hale
Hylton R.E.  Wiley
Simpcoe  Q.B   Smatlak
Creedon L  H.  Barton
Schaack R H  Kawalski
Reed F B  Allen
Score by quarters:
Valparaiso 0 6 0 0— 6
Rose Poly 9 0 20 7-36
Scoring—Touchdowns; R o s e,
Creedon, 3; Schaack and Gillett;
Valparaiso, Shultz. Points after
touchdown—Rose, Tonetti, 2; Gil-
lett, 2; Safety—Barton. Substitu-
tions—Rose, Ellis, Adams, Smith,
Langenburger, Byrne, Koerner,
Bradfield, Hauer, Barnes, Wein-
breck. Valparaiso, K einick e,
Shimek, Shultz, Stutz, Bandick,
Whalen. Officials—Bayh, referee;
Diederich, umpire; Julius, head
linesman.
Rose, 7---Hanover, 0
Rose Poly ran her string of wins
to four straight by handing the
Hanover Hilltoppers a stinging de-
feat in their annual homecoming
(Continued on page 29)




* The stars in this
chart give a general
indication of the points in the turbo-
electric plant where Worthington
equipment can be installed to help
insure reliable and economical
operation.
Where can I place
Worthington Equipment?
A representative Worthington installa-
tion.. . two 42,4900 sq. ft. surface con-
densers with centrifugal circulating
pumps and other auxiliaries, at the
Avon, Ohio, station of the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company. Recent
tests showed that the vacuum main-
tained in these condensers is among the
highest on record.
THAT is a question which many a power plant man asks himself when plan-ning replacements or expansion. The desire to install Worthington units
wherever possible is usually the result of experience with Worthington in-
stallations. Sometimes the faithful and efficient performance of one piece of
Worthington equipment creates the urge to install other units designed by the
the same engineers and built to the same high standards.
Worthington's reputation for building good
equipment, coupled with a progressive spirit
which keeps Worthington products abreast
of each advancement in modern power plant
practice, is continually winning new friends
for this organization.
Keep informed on the current develop-
ments in Worthington products. In the
nearest Worthington district office, you will
find qualified engineers ready to assist you,



















WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORPORATION
Works: Harrison, N. j. Cincinnati, Ohio Buffalo, N.Y. Holyoke, Mass.
Executive Offices: 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISON, N. J.
District Sales Offices and Representatives:
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS EL PASO LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA ST. PAUL SEATTLIS
BOSTON CINCINNATI DENVER HOUSTON NEW ORLEANS PITTSBURGH SALT LAKE CITY TULSA
BUFFALO CLEVELAND DETROIT KANSAS CITY NEW YORK ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON
Branch Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities of all Foreign Countries
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HEINL'S
were noted for their Flow-
ers several years before
Rose Polytechnic
was opened.
We can take good care
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The most popular of
the well known
Elgin Legionnaires.





J. M. Bigwood & Son Co.
Jewelers and Opticians




(Continued from page 6)
converted to gasoline. The sulfur,
of course has to be removed.
Probably the first application of
this type of hydrogenation will be
to run these asphaltic petroleums
and obtain a small percentage of
gasoline, the rest being gas oil,
and the whole yield from 101 to
104 per cent. After obtaining the
gas oil it will be either cracked
in apparatus already designed and
built for that purpose or will be
hydrogenated into a high grade
naptha.
If the gas oil is cracked much
of the tar may be used as a fuel
needed for the production of
steam, and the rest returned to the
hydrogenating unit. In this way
the present apparatus used by re-
fineries will not have to be dis-
carded and the plants will have
their own source of fuel. There
will probably be no more large
cracking plants built, but those
already in use will continue as




With the increased development
in the automobile and airplane in-
dustry, the need for better motor
lubricants has increased. An ideal
motor oil, to give good service
should have:
(1) A flat temperature—vis-
cosity relationship.
(2) A high flash point.
(3) A low Conradson carbon
content (to give minimum
carbon deposition on the
motor).
(4) Easy flowing qualities that
permit sufficient lubrica-
tion at extremes of tem-
perature.
The refineries so far have been
unable to meet all these require-
ments in one lubricant even under
the best conditions. After exten-
sive research with several differ-
ent types of petroleum and after
considerable money had been
spent, a lubricating oil was pro-
duced by hydrogenation that
comes up to this before-mentioned
standard better than any oil pre-
ceding it. This oil was not only
tried out in test laboratories, but
has even been subjected to rigid
engine trials on the road and in
the air.. It would seem that hydro-
genation will be also applied in
this field of refining in the future.
Another type of hydrogenation
is the purification of low grade
kerosenes and gas oils into high
grade distillates. In the produc-
tion and purification of napthas
hydrogenation is finding its place.
Also, a good grade of low-knock
gasoline can be produced by this
hydrogenation process. When an
anti-knock gasoline is produced,
the yield is never one hundred per
cent as in the regular process.
However, there is no tar or coke
formed and so the only two pro-
ducts are gas and gasoline.
Conclusion
In conclusion the following
points will serve to sum up this
review: (1) This new process
differs from the earlier one in that
(a)hydrogen is used at high pres-
sures, (b) relatively impure hy-
drogen can be used, (c) the cata-
lysts are sulfur resistant, and (d)
relatively high temperatures are
used; (2) long time runs can be
easily made without coke or tar
formation; (3) sulfur can be read-
ily eliminated; (4) asphaltic
crudes can be converted into high
yields of gasoline and other light
products; (5) high grade lubri-
cants can be produced from mixed
crudes; (6) the amount and type
of product is controlled by altera-
tion of catalysts and operating
conditions; (7) the process re-
quires hydrogen, which is a rather
costly material, but the value of
the products obtained easily off-
sets this disadvantage; (8) Final-
ly, because of the oversupply of
crude oil, this hydrogenation pro-
cess is very timely, and will serve
to take care of the supply now on
hand. This process will not sup-
plant present refining methods at
this time, but will be used in con-






as strong as the pipe
Modern piping design demands joints that measure up
to the strength of the pipe itself. The oxwelded joint
meets this demand in a thoroughly practical and eco-
nomical way. It is strong and permanently tight. It
fully justifies the high efficiency expected of it and
has definitely taken its place as the standard means of
pipe fabrication.
Progressive engineers demand the 100 per cent
efficient oxwelded joint.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY, THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY, INC.,







Units of UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
General Offices.  30 E. 42nd St., N. Y. rilT4 Sales Offices ... in the Principal Cities
65 Linde plants . . . 48 Prest-O-Lite plants . . . 174 Oxygen Warehouse stocks . . 156 Acetylene
Warehouse stocks . . . 42 Apparatus Warehouse stocks . . . 245 Union Carbide Warehouse stocks






Conducted by Robert Finfrock
How does your wife know when
you've been drinking?
Well, if I don't fall over the
modernistic furniture, I'm drunk.
Judge 0 'Flaherty: Haven't you
been before me before?
Prisoner: No y'r honor. Oi niver
saw but wan face that looked bike
yours an' that was a photograph
of an Irish king.
Judge 0 'Flaherty: Discharged!
Call th' next case.
When he asked her if she
necked, she said, "you pet I do."
The heavy sugar daddy and a
new chorus girl were enjoying a
little dinner in a private room at a
roadhouse. As the meal neared
its finish he cleared his throat and
said: "Er, er, how about a little
demitasse now, dear?"
"I knew it! I knew it!" ex-
ploded the girl. "I knew you
weren't treating me this nice for
nothing."
Artist, talking to model: "I
wish that you wouldn't wear such
tight garters 
Artist (looking more closely) :
“—and for goodness sake quit
sitting on those cane-bottom
chairs."
"Didja hear about the girl who
went riding and got only one shoe
muddy?"
"Naw ; let's hear it."
"Well, she reconsidered."
"Have you anything to say,
prisoner, before I pass sentence?"
asked the judge.
"No, your Honor—except that
it takes very little to please me."
"So your father is a Southern
planter?"
"Yes, he's an undertaker in
Atlanta."
Courtesy is the quality that
keeps a woman smiling when a de-
parting guest stands at the open
screen and lets flies in.
"Was it much of a necking
party?"
"Was it!" Before the dance the
hostess announced: "Everyone
chews his partner."
It was on a Fourth Avenue car
that a buxom woman was standing
in the aisle hanging to a strap. In
front of her sat a rather cantank-
erous looking man, apparently ab-
sorbed in a newspaper. The car
stopped suddenly and she trod
sharply on his foot.
He looked up over the top of
his paper with anything but a
happy expression. "Madam," he
said, "Will you please get off my
foot?"
"Put your foot where it be-
longs," she replied shortly.
"Don't tempt me, Madam,
don't tempt me," he countered.
A friendly enemy: Father: I'll
teach you to kiss my daughter.
A drunk was passing a subway
excavation when he stopped for a
moment and called down to the
man in the pit: Shay, whatcha
doin'?
We're building a subway, one of
the men replied.
How long will it take to build
it? inquired the drunk.
About eight years, was the re-
sponse.
Eight years, (hic) To 'ell with
it. I'll take a taxi.
What makes this car squeak so?
Don't mind that, it's the bear-
ings; they're made of pig iron.
Frosh (bumping into gray-
headed man on campus) : Say,
where do you think you're going?
Man: Listen, I guess you don't
know who I am. I'm the assistant
football coach.
Frosh : Pardon me. I thought
you were the dean.
A man was buying a suitcase,
but none of those shown pleased
him. "When I buy a bag," he de-
clared, "I like to see some cow-
hide in it."
"0i," said the dealer, "you
should want tricks."
Prudence: What kind of a tree
is that?
Ground-keeper: A fig tree,
madam.
Prudence: My heavens, I
thought the leaves were bigger.
Helpful waiter: What about
some tongue, sir?
Mr. H. Peck: I had some of that
this morning.
H. W.: Well, then, how about
some cold shoulder.
Mr. H. P.: I'll get that tonight.
He: Our coach got some new
waterproof pants for the football
men.
She: Oh, the big babies.
Pathos: The most touching
scene arose when the doomed man,
for his last wish, asked that the
warden hold his hand while he
was being electrocuted.
The government officials of Chi-
cago are usually elected by a
secret bullet.
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Our New President
(Continued from page 5)
Mr. Prentice was married in 1912 to Mary
Louise Farnham of South Windsor, Connecticut
and they now have three daughters—Katherine,
Mary, and Barbara.
After graduation from the Sheffield Scientific
School Mr. Prentice was employed by the Brit-
ton Company of Hartford, Connecticut for a peri-
od of two years. The following four years he
was the assistant instructor in Mechanical Engi-
neering at Yale. In 1916 Mr. Prentice accepted
the position of assistant professor of Mechanical
Engineering at Lafayette College. The following
year he was promoted to professor of Mechanical
Engineering and has been head of the department
since that time. From 1921 until the present he
has been chairman of engineering and since 1924
the dean of Lafayette College. During the year
of 1926-27 he was acting president.
In 1918 Mr. Prentice was the director of Camp
Lafayette for vocational training for drafted sol-
diers. In 1929 he was a delegate to the World
Engineering Congress in Tokyo, Japan.
Dean Prentice is a member of numerous profes-
sional and honorary societies and fraternities.
Among these are the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers (president of Lehigh Valley
section), the American Academy of Political and
Social Science, the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, the Yale Engineering Associa-
tion, the Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education, (member of the council from 1927 to
.1930), Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Epsilon, Tau Beta
Pi, Kappa Phi Kappa, Kappa Delta Rho, and
Alpha Phi Omega. Among the clubs in which he
holds membership are Yale (New York). North-
ampton Country Club, and the Engineers of Le-
high Valley.
Dean Prentice is a member of the Congrega-
tional Church.
The Student body sincerely hopes that Mr.
Prentice will enjoy his work with Rose and re-
main with us for many years to come.
1 8 5 5 • SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY • 1 9 3 0
Metal on trial
In the laboratories of scores of foundries and rolling mills,
a constant search is being conducted for a metal that is
stronger, more resistant to temperature strains, and more
economical to produce. Almost as constantly the com-
pounds and alloys so developed are being brought to
Crane Co. for trial.
The court that passes on them is composed of the most
experienced Crane designers, metallurgists, and engineers.
Under its direction bars of the new metals are carefully
tested for ductility, reduction of area, elastic limit, and
yield and breaking points. Hardness, transverse strength,
and torsional strength are measured, behavior under tem-
perature strains is determined by" i 000-hour creep tests."
Valves I
When the findings of all tests are favorable, the metals
are made into valves and fittings for trials in the Crane
plant that will approximate actual working conditions.
Then, Crane Co. sends out these new materials to cer-
tain engineers who are interested in advancing piping
practice. They use them in actual service: observing
them over long periods, sending full reports to Crane Co.
Not only do materials thus developed serve all industry.
They have contributed to a vast library of engineering
data on metals and their capabilities. Much of this is em-
bodied in a book, "Pioneering in Science," a valuable
reference manual for students. Let us send it to you.
RAN AI Fittings
PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23W. 44TH STREET
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-four Cities
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The Transatlantic
Telephone
(Continued from page 10)
fluence when impressed upon a re-
ceiver cause a distressing hashing
of the voice transmission.
Much trouble is encountered
from man made noises to which
high frequencies are very suscept-
ible. Automobiles, airplanes, fans,
switches, telephones, etc., play
havoc with a short wave signal.
These sources of interference have
to be carefully eliminated near
the receiving station before suc-
cessful reception can be accom-
plished.
The short wave transmitters are
four in number. Three work on
the London circuit using a total
of ten wave lengths, ranging from
15.6 to 44.4 meters. The fourth
transmitter works with Buenos
Aires on 14, 18.5 and 28.4 meters.
Several antennas are used in
parallel in order to obtain a larger
output. They are fed by a trans-
mission line and are kept free
from ice, which would change the
frequency to a small extent, by a
sixty cycle heating current that
can operate while the transmitter
is running. This ingenious ice
melting system utilizes a little
known property of transmission
lines.
The receiver proper works on
the super hetrodyne principle. It
consists of a super hetrodyne cir-
cuit preceded by two stages of
screen grid radio frequency am-
plification and is accompanied by
the proper amplifiers and an auto-
matic gain control. The receiver
is located at Lawrenceville, N. J.,
50 miles from the transmitting
station at Netcong, N. J.
World wide telephony is ad-
vancing steadily. Another long
wave circuit is being planned to
cover the New York to London
distance. This will be supple-
mented by a telephone cable laid
under the Atlantic.
Future developments will prob-
ably bring the transatlantic serv-
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(Continued from page 20)
decorated fraternity house. It was
awarded to the Sigma Nu fratern-
ity by the unanimous decision of
the judges. The cup is a perman-
ent award, and the members wish
to congratulate the winners for
their fine efforts.
Brother Witt has just returned
from the national convention at
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where
he was sent as a delegate. He gave
a very interesting report of the
proceedings on his return.
Things to Wear
for Men Who Care
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Athletics
(Continued from page 22)
game. The score was 7 to 0.
Hanover kicked off to Rose, who
after trying several plays punted.
The Hilltoppers were stopped in
their tracks and Rose started
their march down the field.
Schaack and Reed did the most of
the ball carrying and made fre-
quent gains. Creedon carried the
ball over from the ten yard line
for six points and Tonetti place
kicked for the extra point. Rose
again received but Hanover tight-
ened and the game was continued
in mid-field.
During the second quarter the
game was about even with Adams
having the best of the punting.
The game was unusually rough
throughout and penalties were
numerous. At one time there was
danger that officials would call
the game if the rough tactics were
continued.
In summing up the game, the
Rose line played good football,
with Gillett and Hylton knocking
down Hanover 's numerous passes,
and Tonetti and Bruce stopping
many of the thrusts at the line.
In the backfield Reed and Schaack
looked the best.
Lineup and summary:
ROSE, 7 HANOVER, 0
Gillett L E Wallin
Ellis L.T. Gwin
Bruce L G  Hillis
Ogan C  Ri ckw ell
Tonetti R.G.Lewis
Kruzan R.T.Milligan
Hylton R E  Naab
Adams Q.B.Anderson
Creedon L  H  Meese
Schaack  R.H  Taggert
Reed  F.B.  Haines
Score by periods:
Rose Poly  7 0 0 0-7
Hanover  0 0 0 0-0
Rose Poly scoring touchdown—






He: Do you know the secret of
popularity.
She: Yes, but mother says I
mustn 't.
Whatever the application there's
a Tycos Instrument for it. Each
is the result of exact investigation
into the service requirements
surrounding each application. A
line, complete and uninterrupt-
ed, embracing instruments for
every purpose into which the fac-
tors of heat or temperature enter.
Catalogs on Request
Eylor Instrument Companies
ROCHESTER, N.Y., U. S. A.
CANADIAN PLANT MANUFACTURING DISTRIBUTORS
TVCOS BUILDING IN GREAT BRITAIN
TORONTO SHORT Sc. MASON, LTD., LONDON,E. I 7
CGS
TIE11111 IMF ICILIFIJ NUE
I IV SWIM NRICIIKM
INDICATING RECORDING CONTROLLING
Wear a Pair of Walk Overs
These well known and popular shoes possess all the style, all
the wear, and afford all the economy that could be desired by
any good dresser. For men, unusual value is built into every
pair. If you wear a pair of Walk Overs you will wear them
long and satisfactorily. And they are reasonably priced.
CHENEY' S
WALK OVER BOOT SHOE
659 WABASH AVENUE
In Any Emergency
The Telephone is your first aid
Citizens Independent Telephone Co.
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Campus Notes
(Continued from page 15)
tion gave the presidency to Wil-
liam Shofner of Henderson, Ky.,
Robert Finf rock, Indianapolis,
was elected vice-president, and J.
T. Jones of Terre Haute was voted
secretary-treasurer. Lee C. Kel-
sey of Cincinnati and Joe
Schaack, Terre Haute, were
elected athletic representatives.
The sophomore election returns
showed that Logan 'Gillett of
Logansport was elected president;
William Heidenreich of Terre
Haute, vice-president; William
Lindeman of Terre Haute, secre-
tary-treasurer. The athletic rep-
resentatives elected were Forrest
Simpcoe and Herbert Hylton.
In the freshman class, Brent C.
Jacob, Jr., of Cleveland, received
the majority vote, and Harry Mc-
Gurk and Edgar Pacatte, both of
Terre Haute, were elected vice-
president and secretary-treasurer,
respectively. Two Illinois men,
Jackson Landenberger of Olney
and Carl Nelson of Lawrenceville,
were elected athletic representa-
tives.
A. I. A. E.
The Rose branch of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical En-
gineers held its first meeting on
October 14 with Professor Knip-
meyer acting as chairman.
The main purpose of the meet-
ing was to elect officers for the
year, and a tabulation of the
votes gave Robert Roach of Terre
Haute the majority for chairman,
and Charles White, also of Terre
Haute, was elected secretary. Sam
Dibble and Henry Fitch with Mr.
H. A. Moench as the faculty rep-
resentative were chosen as a com-
mittee to prepare a program for
the annual meeting of our branch
with the branches of the Univer-
sity of Illinois and Purdue Uni-
versity at which we are to act as
hosts this year. The matter of
entertainment was discussed and
finally left to the program com-
mittee to formulate definite plans.
At the suggestion of Professor
Knipmeyer, the members of the
branch are to share the cost of a
synchronous clock, which is to be
presented to the electrical labora-
tory. Professor Knipmeyer has
ordered the clock, and it will be
put in operation as soon as pos-
Schooling and
Education
(Continued from page 14)
The college may do its part in
providing for the training of the
minds of its students, but it will
all be in vain if the students do
not make an effort to benefit by
it. No one can be educated if he
puts forth no labor on his part.
Therefore, let us all strive to ac-
quire this ability to observe, com-
prehend, analyze, and draw a
logical "conclusion. If you make
an honest effort to cultivate this
training of the mind, the results
will far outweigh the trouble en-









trained men for Leaders.
The students of technical
schools must assume this
responsibility of leadership
Rose Polytechnic Institute
"A College of Engineering"
Terre Haute - Indiana






WHERE THE CHIMNEYS LOOM
LURKS TIME, THAT TOUGH OLD TESTER
Use only Reading 5-Point
Nipples with Reading 5-
Point Pipe ... you'll know
them by the indented
spiral band.
SGience
Where the chimneys of industry loom black against the sky, Time,
That Tough Old Tester, draws his deadliest weapons. With acids
and alkalies, with shattering vibration and ceaseless strain, he here
attacks the works of man with greater eagerness, to prove how long
things last.
And here, amid the mightiest of Time's destructive forces, you will
Find Reading 5-Point Pipe . . . resisting corrosive gases and Fluids
. . . absorbing shock and strain in its tough, Fibrous structure . . .
lasting from two to Five times longer than ordinary pipe under Time's
severest tests!
For Time . . . That Tough Old Tester ... must stay his hand before
Reading 5-Point Pipe, whether he Finds it installed above ground
or below. The long generations have shown that Genuine Puddled
Wrought Iron, the material of which this pipe is made, defies Time's
onslaughts as does no other. That is why Reading 5-Point Pipe
means enduring economy, enduring satisfaction.
READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania
R
GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON
EADING PIP
DIAMETERS RANGING FROM 1/8 TO 20 INCHES
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The banks of G-E floodlights at Georgia Tech's Grant Field can be adjusted to
illuminate track meets as well as football games.
G-E Floodlighting Wins Favor for
Football - Hockey - Track Baseball - Tennis
G-E floodlighting equipment has a winning record. Its victories are
counted in terms of pleased spectators, increased attendance, satisfied
coaches and players.
The development of G-E athletic-field floodlighting equipment was
planned with every consideration for the fundamental and special playing
conditions it must meet. That is why the big Novalux projectors give
ample and evenly diffused light over the entire playing area.
The development of General Electric floodlighting equipment has
largely been the work of college-trained men in the G-E organization
— other college-trained men are largely responsible for the continuing
leadership of General Electric in furnishing the many other products
which bear the G-E monogram.
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY
EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK
GENE AL ELECTRit
